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 P e t e r B o w e r m a n

Love to Write, but Hate to Starve?

Freelance Writing

FACT: Businesses Need Writers, and Will Pay Handsomely for Them... 
Attention: Writers, career-changers, at-home Moms, journalists, or anyone looking to 
thrive as a writer. Here’s the new edition of the quadruple-award-winning roadmap 
to a lucrative “commercial” freelancing practice—a home-based “contactless” 
opportunity that can reliably pay $50-125+/hour!

Financial 

Self-Sufficiency 

as a Commercial 

Freelancer in Six 

Months or Less 

THIRD EDITION 

Includes the Heavily Updated Content 
of BOTH Original Well-Fed Writer Titles 

“An absolute must-read for anyone who wants to earn more in less time as a commercial 
writer. No other book continues to deliver so many proven ideas and inspiration.”

Ed Gandia, Business-building coach 
Host of the High-Income Business Writing Podcast
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“Still far and away the best single source of 
information and inspiration for getting started as 
an independent writer for business clients.”

Marcia Yudkin, Author, Copywriting Coach, 
Mentor for Introverts

Here’s Why Companies Hire Freelancers… 

Writing is the engine of commerce. In the course of 
communicating with customers and employees, a typical 
corporation generates a HUGE volume of writing.

Yet, in our downsized, post-COVID world, companies are 
increasingly asking: “Why pay salaries and benefits, 
when freelancers—offering a range of talent and fresh 
“outsider” perspectives—give us only what we need, only 
when we need it?”

In this brand-new and heavily updated edition of TWFW, 
you’ll learn the real-world success strategies of the author 
and countless successful freelancers, including how to: 

•  Find, land and execute high-profit writing projects

• Crush online job-site rates—even with modest skills

• Leverage ANY background into a lucrative practice

• Build a high-$ income part-time, or in a smaller market

• Enjoy an enviable lifestyle AND a handsome living 

A Surprisingly Accessible & Lucrative Writing Path… 

Despite NO industry contacts, writing experience or 
training, the author was paying all his bills in four 
months. This “covers-every-base” blueprint only assumes 
two things: you’re a decent writer, and you want to make 
a GOOD living at it. Use it to build a practice that moves 
light years beyond “starving writing”!
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